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Abstract—Recently, the diversification of customer needs has progressed in the manufacturing industry. Therefore, it is required to create and examine layout at an early stage. In this study, we developed a system for examining the layout at the design phase. The layout created by the “Creating layout system” does not consider only efficient work but also easy work. We defined the non-placement space in order to eliminate the interference and parts boxes are placed considering its space. In addition, we proposed a way of creating layout. Creating layout system makes evaluation and 3DCG of created layout. It is possible to effective examine layout using “Creating layout system” early.

Index Terms—Creating layout system, 3DCAD, PLP system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, short-lived the life of the product, the diversification of customer needs is in progress in the manufacturing industry. Therefore, in order to examine a proposed layout early, PLP (Prototype Less Production) has been proposed[1]. This production method allows you to create 3DCG (3D Computer Graphic) of assembly work from 3DCAD product data, to derive all feasible automatic assembly sequence, corresponding to the whole assembly sequence. Proposed the optimal assembly work by evaluating and analyzing them, rapid construction of production line is possible.

Previous studies of the layout in PLP, the method of determining the location of the parts box from the direction of When installing the parts have been proposed [2]. These placements, for products that are composed of a few parts were effective. However, the problem when a large number of product parts, parts are placed sister to a position out of reach, that would have been derived infeasible proposed layout exists. Also, in order to adapt to the scene, it is necessary to consider not only efficiency, as well as the ease and simplicity of work to do.

The purpose of this study is to develop a system that can create and evaluate a proposed layout that can be applied to the field there. First of all, we define the cause of the impression given space to do the work in the actual workplace. By placing the parts box to non-space is defined, to create a layout of work in the impression given has been reduced. Then, for the purpose of efficiency and simplification of work, to experiment with six types of placements. In order to propose a variety of layouts, we propose and implement of systems to create layout.

II. CONVENTIONAL PROBLEMS

3DCG is derived in this study is represented by VFDL (Virtual Factory Description Language). VFDL is a language and sentence structure represented by the detailed operation of the workers. Layout of the workshop, based on information in VFDL, is expressed in 3DCG (Fig. 1).

As shown in Fig. 1, the workshop has been divided into the process for each fixture, the workshop has been built to place the fixtures and parts box to each process [2]. That is referred to as "work area" the workshop of each process was constructed here, side by side in one direction to go in order of use of a fixture each work area, it is possible to construct a production line type of a straight line. Production line, because it is composed of a set of work area, in order to create a good layout, you need to create a good work area.

Work area was created in accordance with previous studies [2], which determine the position of the parts box from the direction to place the parts assembled. Parts box of parts from the parts box of parts assembled on the direction should be placed on a shelf, assembled from the left is placed to the left side of the fixture. If multiple parts box overlap is to move to the horizontal axis direction Y, are doing the placement of the parts box so that they do not overlap all the parts box. I cannot even create a 3DCG and evaluation of the layout, make the
appropriate layout of the proposed study. In addition, the proposed layout was created; it is desirable that the site is suitable for real. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the location of the parts box from the two sides of the ease of work and productivity.

III. IDEA OF CREATING LAYOUT

In this chapter, we describe the concept of creating the layout in order to solve the problems in Chapter 2. Assembly work in the present study, carried out by hand.
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General assembly work is carried out by the movement point of the hand of (1) to (6). (1) From the initial position of the hand, (2) go to the upper surface of the parts box, (3) grab the parts in the parts box (position of the part), (4) is removed from the parts box, (5) APP (Approach Position) or ASP (Assembly Position) carry on, (6) assemble the parts (OFFSET). Later, repeated the flow of (2) to (6).

In other words, if we can make this kind of move smoothly, it is possible to perform efficient assembly work. However, there is a box that is placed components interfere with the movement of the hand. For example, if we can not verify the position of the parts, assembly work cannot be performed efficiently. I cannot do assembly and parts box has been placed into the space required for the picking and assembling of parts. In this study, these spaces is referred to as non-placement spaces, we defines Dead space, Picking space, of assembling space.

IV. HOW TO CREATE A LAYOUT

In this section, we define the space that might interfere with the non-placement work first. Then, we describe how to deploy parts box.

A. Non-Placement Space

In this section, we describe the three non-placement space (Dead space, picking space, assembling space).

1) Dead space

Dead space is a space for workers to be present in the blind spot behind the fixture and parts box. When they entered the upper surface of the box to confirm the position of the component parts to perform within the dead space, hand movement (2, 3) is prevented. Therefore, the upper surface of the parts box to prevent from entering the dead space.

2) Picking space

Picking space is the space required when picking up the parts from the parts box. When you enter other things in this space, because the hand movement (2, 3, 4) is prevented, you cannot pick up the parts. Therefore, picking space is created from the size of the hand [3] and the parts box, while others are not placed.

3) Assembling space

Assembling space is the space required for assembling the parts. When you enter other things in this space, because the hand movement is prevented, can not be assembled. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the space required for assembly work. Assembly space, when performing assembly work, is considered part passes through space (c-1) and hand passes space (c-2). As shown in Fig. 4 (left), assembly space (c-1) is created from the size of the parts and hand movement (5, 6). By adding the size of the hand in space, assembly space (c-2) is created assembling space. In addition, by performing the same for all parts to place, you can create a whole fixture assembling space (Fig. 4, right).

B. How to Layout the Parts Box

First of all, it is necessary to determine the area you want to place the parts box. To humans, there is a normal work area and the maximum work area [3] (Fig. 5). By placing these parts in the work area, the creation of a viable plan layout is possible. In addition, we consider to eliminate the occurrence of waste motion. One of the waste motions is giving the parts gripped by hand to the other hand. This behavior occurs when the hand of assembling parts is different from work area placed parts. Therefore, it is divided into left and right around the work area. And, by placing parts box to work area of the assembling hand, it is possible to prevent the occurrence of giving the parts to other hand.
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Fig. 5. Maximum and normal work area.
the horizontal movement to the location of the X-axis direction parts box so that it does not enter the space(c-1).

Parts box should be placed as shown in fig. 8 order to perform efficient assembly work. The first box of parts is located on a straight line with moving points of the hand (1) and (6). The second and subsequent box of parts are located in close proximity from a previous moving points of the hand (6). It is possible by this arrangement, the distance of moving points of the hand (1) and (6) are the shorter, more efficient to move the hand. However, in the case of a large number of product parts, in fact, they cannot be placed because they overlap each other (Fig. 8). Therefore, it is necessary to consider how to place parts box in the defined area. In a general way, parts boxes are placed regularity in order to overlaps each other (Fig. 8). Therefore, it is necessary to constrain the area using the limiting area line (Fig. 9). By placing the parts box so as not to exceed the limiting area line, the layout can be shortened walking distance and moving distance of the hand because moving hand point (4) approach moving hand point (5).

At the time, workplace is installed a shelf in order to put many parts box in limited work area. In addition, shelf is given the angle in order to look at locating the parts easier. The height of the shelf does not enter the space(c-2) and (b) and place behind the fixture because the space of desk and shelf is used effective.

V. CREATING LAYOUT SYSTEM

In this chapter, we describe the creating layout system that we developed based on the concept in Chapter 4. System was developed in this study is input VFDL_DATA described information of parts and VFDL that it don’t be changed layout information. A new layout is created by creating and extracting the necessary information from VFDL_DATA and VFDL. Then, information of the operation of the workers are created so as to correspond to the new layout and evaluated.

A. Create Assembly Space(C-1) and (C2)

First of all, creating layout system creates space (c-1) and (c-2). These spaces can be calculated from the size of the parts and hand, APP, OFFSET. It is necessary to divide VFDL into the work area because in order to create space(c-1) and (c-2) each fixture. In PLP, the worker performs the work always stood in front of the fixture. Therefore, worker always perform called “walk” when work area to perform work is changed. In addition, comparing the position of worker with the position of fixture, it is possible to determine whether he work which of the work area.

After the devise of VFDL, Creating layout system extracts the ASP and APP, OFFSET of all parts. Also, assembling Direction is determined from the change of coordinates of the ASP and APP, OFFSET. After that, it is possible to extract all the information needed to create the space(c-1) and (c-2) extracting sizes of parts corresponding parts number from VFDL_DATA. Space(c-1) and (c-2) are created based on the formulas (1) to (4). The formulas is used when parts is assembled from the upper direction that is occurred the most. As shown in Fig. 10, assembly space(c-1) and (c-2) is described by the coordinate of the position and sizes of space.

Formula (1) and (2) is used when calculating the coordinate of position and sizes of space in space(c-1). Formula (3) and (4) is used when calculating the coordinate
of position and sizes of space in space(c-2). As these formulas, it is possible to calculate necessary space at the assembling work using information of sizes of parts and hand, difference of distance between position of APP and OFFSET. After the calculation of space for all parts, calculation results are converted the relative distance into the relative distance and we get the space(c-1) and (c-2) for each fixture.

\[
(x, y, z) = \left(\frac{APP_x - PartsSize_x}{2}, \frac{APP_y - PartsSize_y}{2}, \frac{APP_z - PartsSize_z}{2}\right)
\]

(1)

\[
(x, y, z) = \left(\frac{PartsSize_x + PartsSize_y}{2}, \frac{PartsSize_y}{2}, \frac{PartsSize_z}{2}\right) + PartsSize_z.
\]

(2)

\[
(x, y, z) = \left(\frac{PartsSize_x}{2} - 53, \frac{PartsSize_y}{2} - 53, \frac{PartsSize_z}{2}\right)
\]

(3)

\[
(x, y, z) = \left(\frac{PartsSize_x}{2} + 106, \frac{PartsSize_y}{2} + 106, \frac{PartsSize_z}{2} + 53\right) + PartsSize_z.
\]

(4)

(b) Front of fixture

The parts box is placed if the parts box does not protrude from the desk and does not enter space(c-1) and does not overlap space(c-2). At the time, if the parts box enters space(c-1), it is moved to the horizontal axis X due not to enter space(c-1).

(S2) Side of space(c-2)

If both conditions are not satisfied, the parts box is moved to horizontal axis X because of placing parts box not to overlap space(c-3).

Process 5: Creating Non-placement space

Non-placement space (a) and (b) is created from the size of the hand and parts box and the position placed parts box.

Process 6: Placement of the second and subsequent parts box

Nth parts box is placed to satisfy placing direction and not to protrude from the desk and to be next to N-1th parts box. However, placing position is selected as well as placement of the first one depending on the size of the parts box.

(S1') If the parts box does not overlap with the space(c-2)

The parts box is placed next to N-1th parts box. However, it is placed (b') as an exception if the parts box to enter space(c-1) because it prevent the movement of the hand.

(S2') If the parts box overlaps with the space(c-2)

If Nth parts box satisfies (b) of step 4, the parts box is moved to the location based on (4). Otherwise, it is moved to the location based on (c) of step 4.

Process 6-2: placement of stand

The stand is established as necessary so that parts box placed in step 5 enter the space (a). If parts box placed in front is large, it is necessary to install the stand because the upper surface of the parts box enters space (a). The Height of the stand is determined by the difference between the height of the parts box placed. If the parts box placed in front is small, it is not necessary to install the stand because the upper surface of the parts box does not enter space (a). When you placed in step 6, if the Nth parts box is exceed the limiting space line or it exceed the position of the shelf, the position of parts box placed folded back so as to avoid exceeding these position(Fig. 9).

Process 7: Placement of shelf

If the position of the Nth parts exceeds the position of the shelf(y) or limiting area line, Nth parts box is placed on a shelf. The shelf is fixed to the angle of 45° for easy to verify the position of the parts, the height of the shelf is the maximum value of space(c -2). After this Placement, the placement of the parts box continues to place next to the N-1th parts box on the shelf.

Process 8: Replacement of parts box

If the position of Nth parts box is placed on a shelf exceeds the limiting area line or it is greater than the maximum work area, the parts boxes is replaced. The limiting area line is larger than before, the new limiting area line is sum the previous limiting area plus the smallest size(x) of parts box. After that, all of the parts boxes are replaced until these boxes enter the work area through step 4 to 8.

Process 9: Determining of the size of desk

From steps through 1 to 8, the placement of all fixtures and parts box has been completed. Therefore, it is possible to determine the size of the desk from the coordinate position of the parts box is located. The size of desk can be calculated from the difference between the value of minimum coordinate position of the parts box and the largest value of sum the coordinate of the parts box and the size of the parts box.
Process 10: Integration of the work area

By repeating the number of fixture steps through 1 to 9, all of the work area is created. Finally, the coordinates calculated by the relative coordinates with the fixture convert the absolute coordinates. The desks determined in step 9 translate and the parts boxes in each work area are translated to the same distance. In this way, it is possible to create a straight line layout.

C. Synchronization of Layout and Behavior

It is necessary to support the operation of the workers, so as to correspond to the newly created layout information. There is the anteroposterior relationship into the behavior written in VFDL. The behaviors of worker are formed to perform proper flow of this behavior.

D. Creating an Evaluation

In this study, we evaluated the five rating scales, moving distance of the hand (mm), walking distance(mm), numbers of parts placed normal or maximum work area(pieces), numbers of giving the other hand a parts(pieces), the parts boxes placed ignoring sequence of the components used parts(number). It is possible to calculate the distance from change of each coordinate position. Determination of the work area, the position of the elbow and shoulder is assumed from a standing position of worker to calculate the distance between each parts. The regularity of the sequence assembly can be determined from the difference of the sequence of the parts box to place the order of the parts to be used.

VI. Result

A. Experimental product

Creating layout system of the present study has been experimentally for product A of 23 parts and 19 parts box.

B. Execution result

The layouts of figure 12 to 14 were created by creating layout system. In the method of placement of all, without preventing the movement of the hand point that can take advantage of the space effectively includes the direction z.

The results are shown in Table 1 were evaluated in each measure proposed layout was created. The proposed layout has been created in this study, many parts box are placed in the normal or maximum work area that is easily accessible of the hand. The layouts are evaluated from numbers of giving the other hand a parts and assembly sequence ignoring whether or not to utilize a smooth hand. The giving the other hand a parts has not occurred in the placement of all parts. So, it can take advantage of a smooth hand (Table1). Looking at the number of assembly sequence ignored, it has occurred numbers except by assembly sequence placement. The higher the number of assembly sequence ignored, assembly sequence do not be made out. Assembly sequence placement can take advantage of the hand most smoothly because the assembly sequence ignored does not occur. The parts box size placement creates efficient layout of the shortest distance of moving hand and walking distance when the waste space of between parts box are narrowed well. The assembly position placement is an efficient layout that is short distance of moving hand with a small number of parts such as this. In addition, the evaluation obtains better the Y-axis direction in the assembly sequence chosen in this study.

VII. Conclusion

In this study, we defined the non-placement space that might interfere with the work from the point of hand movement and could propose to place parts boxes in order to
perform the work easy and efficient. We presented six ways how to place parts boxes. These ways of placing the parts boxes could create automatically layouts that did not happen to give the parts the other hand and folded parts in maximum work area. It is possible to examine the production line using evaluation and 3DCG created by PLP system at the design phase.
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